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Theoretical tools
• Molecular dynamics
Solve Newton‘s equations.
Advantages:
• Input: only interatomic forces,
nowadays available for many materials
• as realistic as possible
- for many-body simulations
- for thermal nonequilibrium situations
• easy visualization / animation:
appeals to imagination
Disadvantages:
• computationally slow
• cannot handle time scales & 1 ns
• cannot handle space scales & 100 nm
[1 µm]

Isaac Newton (1643 – 1727)
1687: Philosophiae Naturalis
Principia Mathematica
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Two-temperature model / MD for metals
Two-temperature model / MD for LiF
Melting and spallation of thin LiF films
defects
swift-ion tracks in LiF

Two-temperature model + MD for metals:
assumes electronic and atomic system to be internally
thermalized with temperatures T_e, T_a
heat conduction equation for electrons
Newton‘s equations for atoms
electron-ion coupling terms

Schäfer, Urbassek,
Zhigilei 2002

typical results for thin metal
films:
here: Al
with increasing energy input
E0 = absorbed energy / atom
melting ...

metal
(Al)
target

melting

spallation

multi-fragmentation
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Two-temperature model / MD for metals
Two-temperature model / MD for LiF
Melting and spallation of thin LiF films
defects
swift-ion tracks in LiF

System:
LiF thin Film (10 nm)
(100) surface
lateral size
X-ray pulse: 7 ps
photon energy 90 eV

system is not degenerated, and the classical formulas for energy and temperature are valid.
B. Molecular
MD: Dynamics
Lithium and fluorine ions interact by a Buckingham-like
potential: Buckingham potential + dispersion forces
qi qj
C ij
V ij ðrÞ ¼
þ Aij expð−r=λij Þ − 6 ;
4πϵ0 r
r

ð8Þ

with parameters
takenwell:
from [19]. Figure 1 shows the so-called
describes
cold curve, pðnÞ—the pressure p as a function of number density n at temperature
T ¼ 0—and compares it with experielastic constants
mental data
[20–22].
The agreement is satisfactory within
yield
strength
20%. We note
that the
yield strength(Tof
this potential amounts
melting
temperature
m = 1118 K)
to 13:8 GPa...
compared to 11:3 GPa for the experimental curve.
The bulk modulus amounts to 76 GPa compared to 72 GPa in
experiment [23].
We use the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) code for simulating the dynamics. It

he

lel Simulator (LAMMPS) code for simulating the dynamics. It
employs the particle–particle–particle–mesh technique to
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Cold curve pðnÞ for T ¼ 0 evaluated for the
potential used in this work (red—1) and from experiment
(blue—2) [20–22].

cold curve (T=0)

fer from the electronic to the atomic system. Shortly after the
maximum of the laser pulse, at around 2 ps, the atomic energy
surpasses the electronic energy, and it keeps steadily increasing until it saturates at around 70 ps after the maximum of the
LiF
laser pulse.
electron
The melting
point kinetics
at zero pressure is around 1100 K as compared to 1118 K in experiment [24]. The longitudinal velocity
of sound in the ½100" direction is 6700 m=s at 300 K, in good
agreement
the measured
valueinofconduction
7100 m=s [23]. band
The
newith
: electron
density
Grüneisen coefficient Γ is measured to be 2.0 for LiF [25];
we find Γ ¼ 1:63 for our potential.
Our slab has a thickness of 10 nm and lateral sizes of
3:22 nm. It consists of 12544 ions. It has ð100Þ free surfaces.
We employ laterally periodic boundary conditions, while the

which is evidently due to the long tail in the concen
the free electrons; see Fig. 3(a).

B. Materials Response
Figure 5 displays snapshots of the final states of the i
LiF crystal for the laser fluences discussed above. In
a higher excitation, 80 mJ=cm2 , is also included; this
has been taken at t ¼ 15 ps. With increasing laser flu
see the following sequence of processes:
•
•
•
•

heating
the crystal
(10 mJ=cm2 ),
Q(t): of
laser
source
partial
(20ionization
mJ=cm2 ),
νimp: melting
impact
total
and expansion of the film (30 mJ
κrec:melting
recombination
spallation (40 mJ=cm2 ), and

Egap: gap energy

Result:
Electron concentration
<3%

Inogamov et al 2009

Fig. 3. (Color online) Temporal evolution of the (a) concentration and (b) energy of electrons in the conduction band. Data are given a
per atom. For comparison, the laser source profile, Eq. (4), with a pulse duration of 7 ps, is added in arbitrary units.

LiF
electron kinetics
ne: electron density in conduction band
Q(t): laser source
νimp: impact ionization
κrec: recombination
Egap: gap energy
Ee: electron energy in conduction band

dne
Q
=
+ νimp ne − κrec ne 3
dt
Egap
Te: electron temperature

3
Ee = ne Egap + Ee,kin = ne Egap + ne kTe
2

A: energy transfer in
electron-atom
collisions
A = 1 / ps

Inogamov et al 2009
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while
Note the slower cooling rate of the electron system after 30 ps,
which is evidently due to the long tail in the concentration of
the free electrons; see Fig. 3(a).
B. Materials Response
Figure 5 displays snapshots of the final states of the irradiated
LiF crystal for the laser fluences discussed above. In addition,
a higher excitation, 80 mJ=cm2 , is also included; this snapshot
has been taken at t ¼ 15 ps. With increasing laser fluence, we
see the following sequence of processes:
•
•
•
•

• spallation (40 mJ=cm2 ), and

electron kinetics

heating of the crystal (10 mJ=cm2 ),
partial melting (20 mJ=cm2 ),
total melting and expansion of the film (30 mJ=cm2 ),
spallation (40 mJ=cm2 ), and

Fig. 3. (Color online) Temporal evolution of the (a) concentration and (b) energy of electrons in the conduction band. Data are given as ener
per atom. For comparison, the laser source profile, Eq. (4), with a pulse duration of 7 ps, is added in arbitrary units.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Electron and ion temperature in the crystal for
F ¼ 30 mJ=cm2 . Pulse duration is 7 ps.
2
• multifragmentation
(50
mJ=cm
).
Electron and atom temperatures
2
• In
theF=
last
visualized
(80 mJ=cm2 ), we see the
after
30 case
mJ/cm
fragmentation of the film into a large number of droplets of
various sizes.
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Cherednikov et al., J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 28, 1817 (2011)
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of 20…40 mJ=cm2 are quite independent of the laser

pared to two metals
and a Lennard–Jones
system,
The thresholds
are given in
Synopsis:threshold
energies
for[5,9].
various
material classes
) kT m , where T m is the melting temperature.
Absorbed energy / atom is scaled to melting temperature: E0/kTm
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Cherednikov et al., Phys Rev B 88, 134109 (2013)

Figure 2 also introduces our model for the laser-induced
defects. We assume the defects to exist with a constant density
for a fixed amount of time. While we keep the defect density
Defects : neutral as
Liaand
F atoms
free parameter
in our model, we assume that defects are
active only while the electron density is around its maximum.
We thus fix the lifetime of the defects at 15 ps; they are created
at time −3 ps and recombine at 12 ps.
F- -> F0 + eIn the simulations presented in this section, defects are
Li+ + e- -> Li0
introduced at random homogenously throughout the LiF
crystal. We performed simulations with defect concentrations
Defects are introduced
between 0ad
andhoc
0.5%.
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INFLUENCE OF DEFECTS ON EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET . . .
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Our slab has a thickness of 10 nm and lateral size
3.22 nm. It consists of 12 544 ions. It has (100) free surf
We employ laterally periodic boundary conditions, whil
two surfaces are left free. The time step amounts to 1 fs.
Defects in LiF are modeled by neutral Li0 and F0 . We
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Snapshots of the defect-supported ablation

FIG. 3. (Color online) Snapshots of the thermal ablation occurprocess. Laser fluence F = 10 mJ/cm2 ; defect concentration, 0.45%.
2
Redpoints, Li+ ions; blue points, F− ions. Green points, Li0 ; black
ring at the ablation threshold; laser fluence F = 38 mJ/cm . Red
+
−
points, Li ions; blue points, F ions.
points, F0 .
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Thermal ablation (no defects)
F= 38 mJ / cm2

defect-supported ablation
of the(0.45%
liquid state.defects)
A phase mixture of solid and liquid LiF
to a weaker
of the pressure. The temperature
Fleads
= 10
mJ / relaxation
cm2

of the specimen can be compared to the equilibrium melting
temperature of LiF of 1118 K. In the snapshots regions with a
Result: defects lower ablation threshold
clear crystal structure reveal the solid state.
First, we compare the pressure evolution of thermal
- bond weakening
ablation, (i), at the threshold fluence of F = 38 mJ/cm2
- tensile pressure due to smaller atom radii
with defect-supported ablation, (ii). The results are shown
agrees with experiment
in Fig. 5(a). Thermal ablation occurs after the thermoelastic
pressure generated by the laser pulse has relaxed and a phase
of strong tensile pressure has been created. In case (ii), in
contrast, strong pressure oscillations have been generated,
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Snapshots of the defect-supported ablation
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; defect concentration, 0.45%.
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we observe the migration only of Li , and not of F . The reason
is that F0 has a larger radius in the LiF crystal (see Fig. 1 and

FIG. 8. (Color online) Top view of the ablation process shown
in Fig. 7. Only defects are shown: (green) circles, Li0 ; (black)
Top 0view of defects:
squares,
F . F0, green: Li0
black:

134109-6

Formation of Li cluster by fast Li0 diffusion
Condensation heat -> ablation
Experimentally observed under swift-particle irradiation of LiF

„Cold ablation“
Extreme case: assume that laser irradiation
- produces no free electrons (no target heating)
- only produces defects (potential energy)
Here defect concentration 0.57%
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Cherednikov et al., Phys Rev B 87, 245424 (2013)

its internal state and it will move with constant

Swift ions deposit their energy
in the form of electronic excitation
in the target
„Similar physics“ as in
laser irradiation
How to treat system in MD:
After ion passage:
F- -> F+ + 2e- in track cylinder

Schiwietz et al 2004
Fig. 1. Time evolution of an ion track. The initial excitation and
ionization of atoms induces atomic motions, which freeze out
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by the Boltzmann
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Side view of the thin crystal just after
ionization (left) and 10 fs later (right). Color denotes the electric
Electric(in
potential:
potential
volts); see color bar at right. The ionization trail is in the
at passage of ion
10 fs later
middle of the crystal, running from top to bottom. The location of the
crystal is visible due to discrete PIC cells.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Temporal evolution of the number of
electrons in the track, and in the entire target. The track region is
taken as a cylinder with radius Rtrack = 6 Å. Data refer to the thick
number of electrons remaining in track
target and τ = 1 ps.

shielding of F+ ions

can respond to the field. The electrical potential, and hence
electrical field, extends only several nanometers out of the track
region.
Figure 7 shows the reaction of the electrons by displaying
the number of electrons found in the target and in the track
region. Here the thick target has been chosen in which
FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) Average and (b) maximum screening
initially 128 electrons have been excited. Here it charge
takes around F+ ions. Data refer to a recombination time of τ =
times of around 400 fs until the number of electrons 1000
in thefs.
target has stabilized; before this time, electrons leave the
target. Eventually only 40 electrons (30%) remain in the target
Figure 6 allows us to estimate the field strengths which act

in the target after passage of the swift ion. Temperatures in the

FIG. 1. (Color online) Cross-sectional view through the thick
Evolution
ofofionization
sputtering
crystallite
at times
40, 310, 810,track:
and 5000
fs after passage of
the swift ion. Recombination time τ = 1000 fs. Color codes local
temperature, see color bar at right.
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Conclusions
Two-temperature model for LiF: need for plasma equations for
electron density and energy
• Ablation mechanism similar as in metals: spallation in molten
state

•
•
•
•

Role of longlived defects
Defects de-stabilize lattice -> lower ablation threshold
even „cold“ ablation is possible
role of metallic clusters:
- form due to high Li0 diffusion rate
- destablilize lattice due to condensation heat
• efficient: potential energy introduced by defects small compared
to laser energy (or thermal energy of electrons)
Cherednikov et al., J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 28, 1817 (2011)
Cherednikov et al., Phys Rev B 88, 134109 (2013)
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